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Abstract — The dichotomy between the exposed and encapsulated approaches to computer systems
architectures is well known in contexts such as the processor design (RISC vs. CISC) and layered network
service stacks. In this paper we examine how this basic choice of approaches arises in the design of the
Internet Backplane Protocol, a network storage service, and as an issue in Grid architecture more generally.

1.

Introduction

One plausible interpretation of the progressive transformation of the Metacomputing of the last decade [1] into
the “Grid” computing of this one [2] views it as an effort to realize the potential truth in the slogan that “the
Network is the Computer,” and to make that realization the basis of a public infrastructure for next generation
scientific computing. A trio of powerful trends that dominated the 90’s fueled this idea. First, the Internet,
driven by the advent of the Web, experienced unprecedented growth, becoming an all-pervasive fabric of
connectivity that application developers could assume to be present. Second, the rapid build up of advanced
research networks offered the possibility of guaranteed quality of service, end-to-end, for Internet applications
on a national WAN. Finally, the continued exponential growth in the local provisions of all fundamental
computing resources — processing power, communication bandwidth, and storage — suggested a picture of a
network-as-computer of staggering aggregate capacity, if only the necessary software infrastructure could be
created to bring these elements together.
But if the network is going to be the computer, the natural question is “What kind of computer is it going to be?”
Or more directly, “What engineering approach should we take in building it?” In this paper we discuss what we
believe to be a key architectural choice to be made in this endeavor, namely, the choice between an
encapsulated and an exposed approach to building high-level functionality from low-level Grid resources.
The distinction between these two approaches is elementary. Any complex, shared computing system requires
an architecture that will allow it to provide high performance services and yet be able to support new
functionality to address previously unanticipated purposes as they arise. A common way to address this
requirement is software layering. At the lowest level such systems are made up of physical resources that
implement primitive functions with little protection between them. At higher levels, computing resources are
represented as objects that can be much larger and more complex than primitive memory words, and operations
defined on those objects are similarly much more complex than primitive machine instructions. What links the
primitive and high levels is the aggregation of primitive memory and instructions to implement high level
objects and operations. In an encapsulated approach to service architecture the necessary aggregation of lowlevel resources is hidden from the user at the higher level; in an exposed approach, the aggregation is external to
the primitive service so that the low-level resource remains visible at higher levels.
This contrast between encapsulated and exposed approaches to resource engineering is widely known. Most
notably, it appears in the historical debate between the supporters of Complex Instruction Set Computers (CISC)
and the supporters of Reduced Instruction Set Computers (RISC) over how to make the best use of extra
processor real estate [3]. Similarly, the decision in the late 70’s to implement only the most essential and
common communication functions at the network (IP) layer, forcing all stronger functionalities to build on that
layer, represents a clear choice in favor of a more exposed approach to resource engineering for the Internet [4,
5].
One way to analyze the choice between exposed and encapsulated Grid architectures is to focus on the fact that,
since the infrastructure must be shared by a large group of stakeholders, design approaches will tend to divide in
terms of the way they structure that sharing. The Computer Center model, for example, which informs the
current Grid paradigm, was developed in order to allow scarce and extremely valuable resources to be shared by
a select community in an environment where security and accountability are major concerns. Consequently the
form of sharing it implements is necessarily highly controlled [6] and access to low-level resources tends to be
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highly encapsulated. By contrast, the Internet model was designed to facilitate the sharing of network bandwidth
for the purpose universal communication among an international community of indefinite size. It is therefore
designed to be as open (i.e. lightly controlled) and easy to use as possible, and so it tends to leave low-level
resources relatively exposed. While admission and accounting policies are difficult to implement in this model,
the universality, generality, and scalability of the resource sharing it implements for communication bandwidth
has obviously proved powerful.
Given the evident success of the Internet model, what seems most striking to us is that, as the research
community continues to roll pell-mell toward a network-as-computer infrastructure, precious little research is
being done to explore the possibility of taking a more exposed approach to the other basic elements of network
computing, viz. storage and computation. In this paper we discuss some of the issues that have arisen during our
efforts to investigate and build an exposed service for network storage. After filling out the contrast between
encapsulated and exposed design philosophies for network services in general, we look in detail at two specific
instances that have arisen during our work on distributed storage: one where the exposed approach seems to
apply in a natural way (implementation of a file abstraction) and one where its application is less straightforward
and more problematic (implementation of complex data movement operations). Our goal here is not to settle
any question, but to open a conversation about an extremely important design option for the scientific
computing community that is all but completely neglected at the moment.

2.

Encapsulated vs. Exposed Network Services

To the extent that the scientific computing community is already using the network as a computer, the Internet
provides a ubiquitous communication substrate connecting its components (with routers acting as specialpurpose elements invisible in the architecture), while network servers provide all access to storage and
computation. Illustrations of such servers and services are plentiful: FTP, NFS, and AFS [7] provide access to
storage; Condor [8], NetSolve [9], Ninf [10] provide lightweight access to processing; HTTP provides access to
both; GRAM [11] provides access to heavyweight computing resources; LDAP provides access to directory
services; and so on. What is notable about these instances, and is equally true of almost all the other cases we
could add to the list, is that they represent relatively encapsulated network services:
An encapsulated network service implements functionality that does not closely model the underlying
network resource, but which must be implemented by aggregating the resource and/or applying
significant additional logic in its utilization.
The best effort delivery of datagrams at the IP level, on the other hand, represents a clear example of a relatively
exposed network service:
An exposed network service adds enough additional abstraction to the underlying network resource to
allow it to be utilized at the next higher level, but does not aggregate it or add logic beyond what is
necessary for the most common and indispensable functionality that uses it.
An important difference between the two approaches emerges when we need to extend the functionality of a
given service. Encapsulated services tend to be implemented by heavyweight servers and have APIs designed at
a high semantic level, interposing themselves between the client and low overhead, transparent access to the
underlying resources As a result, it can be difficult, inefficient, or in some cases impossible to build new
functionality on top of such APIs. Instead, encapsulated services tend to implement new functionality through
“plug in modules” that extend the functionality of the server, introducing new code that has access to low level
interfaces within the server. These plug-in modules are the server equivalent of microcode in CISC processors,
raising a familiar set of questions about access control and security for the management of such code.
Encapsulation also tends to lead to balkanization, with each server supporting a different set of plug-ins.
Extending the functionality of an exposed service makes different demands because exposed services have
lighter weight servers and APIs designed at a simpler semantic level. Since these factors are conducive to lower
overhead and more transparent access to the underlying resources, it tends to be much easier and more efficient
to build new functionality on top of exposed services. Exposed services promote the layering of higher-level
functionality on top of their APIs, either in higher-level servers or in client code.
This layering of services, which is analogous to the user-level scheduling of a RISC processor by a compiler, is
perhaps most familiar in the construction of a network services stack. In the world of end-to-end packet
delivery, it has long been understood that TCP, a protocol with strong semantic properties (e.g., reliability and
in-order delivery) can be layered on top of IP, a weak datagram delivery mechanism. By allowing IP services to
retain their weak semantics, and thereby leaving the underlying communication bandwidth exposed for use by
the broadest possible range of purposes, this layering has had the crucial benefit of fostering ubiquitous
deployment. At the same time, in spite of the weak properties of IP datagram delivery, stronger properties like
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reliability and in-order delivery of packets can be achieved through the fundamental mechanism of
retransmitting IP packets. Retransmission controlled by a higher layer protocol, combined with protocol state
maintained at the endpoints, overcomes non-delivery of packets. All non-transient conditions that interrupt the
reliable, in-order flow of packets can then be reduced to non-delivery. We view retransmission as an
aggregation of weak IP datagram delivery services to implement a stronger TCP connection.
Despite the familiarity of this exposed approach, it may still not be obvious how to apply it to a resource such as
storage. After all, almost every technology for the access and/or management of network storage one can think
of — FTP, HTTP, NFS, AFS, HPSS, GASS [12], SRB [13], NAS [14], etc. — encapsulates the storage behind
abstractions with relatively strong semantic properties. For that reason, our research in this area had to start by
creating a protocol, viz. the Internet Backplane Protocol (IBP), that supported the management of remote
storage resources while leaving them as exposed as possible. IBP is a network service that provides an exposed
abstraction of shared network storage [15, 16]. Each IBP depot (server) provides access to an underlying
storage resource to any client that connects to the server. In order to enable sharing, the depot hides details such
as disk addresses, and provides a very primitive capability-based mechanism to safeguard the integrity of data
stored at the depot. IBP’s low level, low overhead model of storage is designed to allow more complex
structures, such as asynchronous networking primitives and file and database systems, to be built on top of the
IBP API. The IBP depot and client library are now available for several Unix/Linux variants and Windows, and
there is a Java client library (http://icl.cs.utk.edu/ibp); the API is documented in detail [17]. With IBP in place
the question becomes how easy or difficult it is to layer storage services with strong semantic properties on top
of the weak underlying storage resources provided by IBP depots.

3.

Extending the Functionality of IBP

A key principle of exposed designs is that the semantics of low level services should be kept as weak as
possible. To illustrate how weak the semantics of the IBP storage service is, we examine the primitive unit of
IBP storage allocation, the byte array. As an abstraction the IBP byte array is at a higher level than the disk
block (a fixed size byte array), and is implemented by aggregating disk blocks and using auxiliary data
structures and algorithms. Abstracting away the size of the disk block, a byte array amortizes the overhead of
allocation across multiple blocks. If we consider storage services at the disk block level to be the equivalent of
“scalar” operations within a processor, then byte arrays allow a kind of “vectorization” of operations. Though
our aim was to make the IBP storage service as exposed as possible, this level of encapsulation was considered
indispensable to hide the most specific underlying characteristics of the access layer (physical medium and OS
drivers) and to amortize per-operation overhead across multiple blocks.
Nonetheless, the semantics of the IPB byte array remain very primitive. This fact becomes clear when you
realize that the most intuitive and universal abstraction for storage, viz. the file, has strong properties (e.g.
unbounded size and duration of allocation) that are not generally available from the underlying storage resource
and therefore are not modeled by IBP. Since abstractions with such strong and intuitive semantics are essential
for ease of use, they must be implemented either in exposed style (by layering new functionality over the
primitive service), or in encapsulated style (by adding powerful new operations that make the low-level service
itself less primitive). Our experience has been that the former path is relatively easy to follow when
implementing a file abstraction for exposed network storage, but that the latter is more straightforward for
implementing a mechanism for one-to-many data movement.

3.1

Layering a file abstraction over IBP

In our exposed approach to network storage, the file abstraction must be implemented in a higher layer that
aggregates more primitive IBP buffers. In order to apply the principle of aggregation to exposed storage
services, it is necessary to maintain state that represents an aggregation of storage allocations, much as sequence
numbers and timers are maintained to keep track of the state of a TCP session. Fortunately, in this case we have
a traditional, well-understood model that can be followed. In the Unix file system, the data structure used to
implement aggregation of underlying disk blocks is the inode (intermediate node). Under Unix a file is
implemented as a tree of disk blocks with data blocks at the leaves. The intermediate nodes of this tree are the
inodes, which are themselves stored on disk. The Unix inode implements only aggregation of disk blocks within
a single disk volume to create large files; other strong properties are sometimes implemented through
aggregation at a lower level (e.g. RAID) or through modifications to the file system or additional software layers
that make redundant allocations and maintain additional state (e.g. AFS, HPSS) [7, 18].
Working by analogy with the inode, we have chosen to implement a single generalized data structure, which we
call an external node, or exNode, for management of aggregate allocations that can be used in implementing
network storage with many different strong semantic properties. Rather than aggregating blocks on a single disk
volume, the exNode aggregates storage allocations on the Internet, and the exposed nature of IBP makes IBP
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storage allocations especially well adapted to such aggregations. In the present context the key point about the
design of the exNode, which we describe in more detail elsewhere [19], is that it has allowed us to create an
abstraction of a network file that can be layered over IBP-based storage in a way that is completely consistent
with the exposed resource approach. In the case of one-to-many data movement, however, we have chosen to
take a more encapsulated approach

3.2

One-to-many data movement using IBP

IBP’s “vectorized" storage services work well in exposed mode as long as operations are simple. Likewise, the
reliable transfer of data between client and depot, or between a source and destination depot, are a good fit if it
is assumed that TCP can be implemented throughout the underlying network. But such is often not the case. The
initial IBP API addressed point-to-point data movement with a single call that models the characteristics of
transfer using a reliable TCP connection:
IBP_copy(source, target, size, offset)

The straightforward client API for IBP is not sufficiently exposed to allow for efficient transfer of data between
a single source depot and multiple recipients: If one-to-many communication is implemented through repeated
one-to-one communication, this communication can be optimized by reusing the source memory buffer rather
than repeatedly reading from disk. Similarly, if there is an underlying UDP multicast service available, or if the
network includes satellite, high performance or other links not conforming to the usual model of the public
Internet, then TCP may not be the transport layer protocol of choice. However, complex signaling, flow control
and retransmission may be required in order to implement reliable data transfer taking advantage of other
transport layer protocols.
Given the need to manage low-level resources (e.g. memory buffers) when implementing one-to-many data
movement, a natural approach is to implement such functionality at a low level. We have extended the current
API with a more complex call that allows multiple targets and arbitrary data movement “operations” to be
specified. These operations are implemented using low level processes called data movers that plug into the
depot software architecture between the depot process and the network
IBP_copy(DM_op, target_count, source, target[], int size, int offset)

By encapsulating data movement functionality at a level that allows for efficient access to underlying storage
resources and can manage data transfer at the level of memory buffers, the software architecture finesses the
problem of providing sufficient transparency to allow such functionality to be layered on top of the IBP API. In
the process, however, the design has diverged from the philosophy of exposed-resource network services.
The exposed approach to this problem would seek to enable to implementation of complex data movement on
top of the IBP API. You can see how this design approach would work by examining the problems that would
arise in trying to use the current API and implementation to execute it:
! The current IBP protocol implements each operation as a separate TCP connection to the depot.
However, this is easily optimized using persistent connections and multiplexing multiple concurrent
operations over a single connection.
! The current IBP API does not model in-memory buffers and so cannot be used to explicitly optimize
the movement of data between disk and network. The addition of short-lived memory buffers is an
easy extension to the IBP API and would address this problem.
! High performance vectorized (multi-buffer) transfers of data require the immediate execution of each
operation as soon as possible after its predecessor operations have completed. Timeouts and other
complex strategies must be used to deal with exceptional conditions.
As in any architecture where there is a substantial latency between operation issue and execution, latency will
also be a potential problem here. In processor architecture, the solutions to this problem include pipelining with
built-in interlocks to implement dependences, and both predicated and speculative execution. An exposed
approach to enhancing the data movement functionality of the IBP depot would follow these strategies. The
result would be a more complex, but highly general operation-scheduling function that allows stronger
operations to be implemented at a higher level.

4.

Conclusions

Starting with any initial design, there is always the temptation to extend it by adding new operations and
encapsulating their implementation in the bowels of the existing system. This often has the advantage of
backward compatibility with the existing service and of providing maximum control in the implementation of
the new functionality. We can see this approach being followed in the addition of Data Movers to the IBP
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storage service: plug-in functionality was added at the low level and a call directly invoking that new
functionality was added to the client API.
The exposed resource approach to network services follows in a long tradition of hardware and software
architecture. When, as in the case of the exNode, it is feasible to layer new functionality over an existing API,
that is usually the preferred approach. However, when implementing new functionality requires that the service
be modified to expose new resources and provide more powerful scheduling functions, taking the exposed
approach poses several risks:
! The existing service might need to be substantially restructured to support the new functionality at a
higher layer.
! The exposed design of the lower layer might be too complex to be easily programmed at the higher
layer.
! The performance of the layered implementation may be inadequate due to the overhead of making
multiple calls to the lower layer.
! Inadequate analysis of the requirements for access to low level resources may result in an exposed
service that cannot support the new functionality at a higher layer.
These risks seemed substantial enough to lead us to take the encapsulated approach in the current
implementation of one-to-many data movement using IBP. However, the design of an exposed data movement
interface is being studied, and a prototype implementation is planned. The possible benefits of an exposed
resource approach to Grid service architecture are too great to leave unexplored.
If the network is going to be the computer, and if exposed approaches to networking and storage can be
developed, then the final component is computation. Exposed approaches to computation would require that the
processor resource be exposed to the network in a raw form, allowing arbitrary computations to be performed
upon data stored in an exposed storage service and transported using exposed networking services. Several
different Grid elements in the current ensemble of services, including GRAM and Network Enabled Servers
such as NetSolve and Ninf, perform computations for remote clients. In these cases there is a tradeoff between
openness and generality: Gram will execute arbitrary code for a known user; NetSolve and Ninf will perform
computations on behalf of arbitrary users but will execute only known and trusted code. The development of a
network service that strikes a balance between openness and generality, which we call the Network Functional
Unit, would be the ultimate and most difficult achievement of the exposed approach to Grid service architecture.
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